Desert Magazine BOOK Shop
THE SEA OF CORTEZ by Sunset Staff. Explores
the Gulf of California, Baja California, and
Mexico's Mainland Coast. Fine illustrations.
$1 1.75.
ART TREASURES IN THE WEST by Sunset Staff.
Descriptions and discussions of paintings, sculptures and artists displayed in Western museums
and public places. Hardcover $11.75.
THE COLORFUL BUTTERFIELD OVERLAND STAGE
by Richard Pourade and Marjorie Reed. With 20
stage coach paintings by Miss Reed, the text
concentrates on Ihe Fort Yuma to San Francisco
run of the tough Butterfield route. Album Format, heavy art paper, $6.75.
IT ALL HAPPENED IN TOMBSTONE by John
Clum. Eye-witness account of famous gun battle
between Earps, Doc Holliday and the Clantons
and McLaurys by publisher of Tombstone
Epitaph. Margin notes by John Gilchriese.
Hardcover, 45 pages, $4.00.
DESERT GEM TRAILS by Mary Frances Strong.
Field guide to gems and minerals of the Mohave and Colorado deserts and adjacent areas.
Paperback, $2.00
GOLD IN THE SUN by Richard Pourade. Fifth in
series of historical books about Southern California. Covers Salton Sea, reclamation of Imperial Valley and gem mining in San Diego and
Riverside counties. Large format, beautiful color
illustrations. $9.50.
THE SILVER DONS by Richard Pourade recounts
the wresting of the Franciscan Missionary land
by Spanish Dons and then lost to them by
American pioneers. Covers Mormon Battlion and
filibusters and war in Baja California. Beautifully illustrated. $9.50.
THE GLORY YEARS by Richard Pourade covers
the early boom period of Southern California
when San Diego's population exploded, then
collapsed overnight. Beautifully illustrated. Part
of above series. $9.50.
BOOT HILL by Lambert Florin. Sixth in his series
of Western ghost town books. Dramatic photos
with epitaphs and true tales out of the tragic,
comic and scandalous West. Large format.
$12.95.
GHOST TOWNS AND MINING CAMPS OF CALIFORNIA by Remi Nadeau. The only good, hardcover book on the California ghost towns. We
recommend it highly. $5.95.
OLD FORTS OF THE FAR WEST by Herbert Hart.
Maps are included with remarkably lively and
accurate accounts of Western forts back to Civil
War times. This volume covers the Southwest.
Large format, good photos. $12.95.
HUNTING LOST MINES BY HELICOPTER by Erie
Stanley Gardner. As fascinating as one of his
Perry Mason mysteries, the author takes you
into Arizona s Superstition Mountains looking
for the Lost Dutchman mine and into the Trigo
Mountains in search of Nummel's lost bonanza.
Hardcover, color photos. $7.50.
JEEP TRAILS TO COLORADO GHOST TOWNS by
Robert L. Brown. An illustrated, detailed, informal history of life in the mining camps deep in
Colorado Rockies. Fifty-eight towns are included
the almost inaccessible mountain fastness of the
as examples of the vigorous struggle for existence in the mining camps of the West. 239
pages, illustrated, end sheet map. Hardcover.
$5.50.
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MINES OF THE EASTERN SIERRA by Mary DeDecker. Facts about the mines on the eastern
slope of the Sierra Nevada and Inyo Mountains.
Paper. $1.95.
TERRIBLE TRAIL: the Meek Cutoff, 1845 by Clark
and Tiller. Narrates the tragic tale of the Meek
emigrant train and lays the groundwork for a
solution to the Blue Bucket lost gold. $4.00.

HERE IS NEVADA by Effie Mack and Byrd Sawyer. A complete picture of every facet of Nevada
in textbook manner. $12.50.

LOST DESERT BONANZAS by Eugene Conrotto.
Brief resumes of lost mine articles printed in
back issues of DESERT Magazine, by a former
editor. Hardcover, 278 pages. $6.75.

PAPIER MACHE by Mildred Anderson. Instructions and ideas for distinctive objets d' art. Nice
gift for hobbyists. $3.95.

MINES OF DEATH VALLEY by L. Burr Belden.
About fabulous bonanzas, prospectors and lost
mines. Paperback. $1.95.

DESERT PLANTS AND PEOPLE by Sam Hicks. Tells
how primitive desert dwellers find sustenance,
shelter, beverages and healing medicines in
nature. Hardcover. $5.95.

TIN-CAN CRAFTING by Sylvia Howard. Patterns
and instructions for making figures, ornaments,
and useful objects with tin cans. $3.95.

ON DESERT TRAILS by Randall Henderson, founder and publisher of Desert Magazine for 23
years. One of the first good writers to reveal
the beauty of the mysterious desert areas. Henderson's experiences, combined with his comments on the desert of yesterday and today,
make this a MUST for those who really want
of understand the desert. 375 pages, illustrated.
Hardcover. $5.00.
STANDING UP COUNTRY by C. Gregory Crampton. Best book ever written about Utah-Arizona
canyon country. Superb color. $15.
WARNER, THE MAN AND THE RANCH by Lorrin
Morrison. Tells the story of the colorful trading
post, stage stop, historical battleground and
life that took place on the famous Warner
Ranch. Paper, $2.00.
REMNANTS OF THE OLD WEST by Harriett
Farnsworth. The old West's last living characters
were interviewed by this author and the book
is filled with never-before published tidbits that
deserve recording. An attractive book that makes
a surprisingly inexpensive and worthwhile gift.
Hardcover. $2.95.
DESERT ANIMALS IN JOSHUA TREE NATIONAL
MONUMENT by Miller and Stebbins. Excellent
hook and first of its kind with thorough text
and good illustrations. Color plates. $10.
NAVAHO NEIGHBORS by Franc Johnson Newcomb. One of the better books about Navaho
Indians by an author who lived intimately with
them for over 30 years. $5.95.

RARE MAP REPRODUCTIONS from the year 1886.
Series I includes three maps, Arizona, California
and Nevada. Series II includes New Mexico,
Utah and Colorado. Reproduced on fine paper.
They show old towns, mines, springs and trails
now extinct. Each set of three, $3.75. Be sure to
state series number with order.
BOTTLE COLLECTOR'S BOOK by Pat and Bob
Ferraro. Gives history, descriptions and pr.ice
lists. Profusely illustrated, 107-pages. Paperback, $3.00.
EARLY USES OF CALIFORNIA PLANTS by Edward
K. Balls. Tells how native Indians used plants
for subsistence. Checklist contains both popular
and scientific names. $1.75.
PIMAS, DEAD PADRES AND GOLD by Paul V.
Lease. The author provides fodder to the idea
that the Black Robes hid amazing amounts of
treasure in Pimeria, which is now Arizona.
Paperback. $3.
COOKING AND CAMPING ON THE DESERT by
Choral Pepper. Also useful in your own back
yard. Contains chapter by Jack Pepper on driving and surviving in back country. Recipes are
named for ghost towns and lost mines and suggest places to go and things to do. Hardcover,
$3.95.
SONORA SKETCHBOOK by John Hilton. Revised
edition. Artist Hilton writes of his years of resident in Alamos, the ancient silver capital of Sonora, Mexico. Interesting, colorfully written.
Hardcover, $5.95.

TREASURY OF FRONTIER RELICS by Les Beitz. A
collectors guide to western frontier relics with
descriptions, uses and prices. Hardcover. $6.95.

THE ANCIENT PAST OF MEXICO by Alma Reed.
Art and architecture of pre-Conquest civilizations
with up-to-date archeological information. Wellillustrated and written with easy-to-read style.
$7.50.

WHEN ORDERING BOOKS

VISITING AMERICAN CAVES by Howard Sloan
and Russell Gurnee. A travel book of caves
throughout the U.S. with information about
history, seasons open, facilities for accommodation etc. $4.95.

PLEASE
Add 25 cents PER ORDER
(Not Each Book)
for handling and mailing
California residents add 4 percent
sales tax, regardless of whether you
are a Republican or Democrat.

HOW TO RETIRE IN MEXICO on $2.47 a Day by
Eugene Woods. Presents an enticing pre-retirement plan that's workable. Also, good travel information. Paperback, $1.95.
ANCIENT HUNTERS OF THE FAR WEST based
upon forty years of research by the late Malcolm Rogers. Brings together what is known of
Early Man in North America. Illustrated in full
color. Large format. $9.50.

National Date Festival
Riverside County's National Date Festival will be held at the lavish fair
grounds in India, California February 17 through 26. One of the most
unusual and popular fairs in California, the 10-day event has something new every day. Residents of Coachella Valley go all out for the
event, wearing Arabian clothes and staging special sales and events.
Write to National Date Festival, P. 0. Box 1387, Indio, California 92201
for brochure and detail events.
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As soon as available we are adding more color photographs to
DESERT Magazine. We like to use material from our readers. Color
transparencies must be either 2^4 X 2y4 or 4 X 5 vertical. We
pay $35.00 for each transparency used. Please enclose stamped
return envelope. Send to Photo Editor, Desert Magazine, Palm
Desert, California 92260.
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An entirely
concept
in Books
for Birders

new

BOOT HILL
Pocket-Sized Alphabetical Check-List of
Over 300 Birds of the Southwest
• A quick and easy timesaver • Where to
locate the birds you're looking for.
7 terrific short scenic trips where over 90 %
of the various species of birds in southern
Arizona are to be found.
FOR YOUR COPY

Mail $1.00 to
Southern Arizona
Bird Life Publishers
P.O. BOX 5355 — TUCSON, ARIZONA

Cooking and
Camping on the
Desert
by Choral Pepper
with a chapter on

Driving and Surviving
on the Desert
by Jack Pepper

I

COOKING and
CAMPING
! on the DESERT

ERLE STANLEY <

v

By Lambert Florin
VC ith photos and lively stories about
the dead who rest in historic graves of
the old West, this sixth ghost town book
of Lambert Florin is consistent with his
great talent for story telling and fine
photography. The endsheet drawing of
Julie Bulette's grave at Virginia City,
rendered by Dr. David C. Mason, is
superb.
This previously untouched aspect for
collecting history has revealed startling
information which, in more than one case,
might prove formerly accepted ideas
wrong. For instance, an inscription on a
monument in the Old Pioneer Cemetery
at Salem, Oregon gives credit to Capt.
Charles Bennett for discovering gold in
the California's Sierra, ignoring other
documentation accrediting James Marshall
with the distinction.
Burial customs of the different tribes
of Western American Indians are described, as well as mysterious mass burials,
and mummification occurrences.
Tracking down the story behind the
corpses which lay in graves found in remote places, as well as those with interesting inscriptions in cemeteries, turned
into such a fascinating job of sleuthing
that Florin has herein produced his best
book of the series, even though this reviewer has said in the past the others
couldn't have been better. Lambert Florin
is without a doubt the most dedicated and
the best of our ghost town writers today
and his fine books will grow more valuable each year, as these tangible vestiges
of history disappear. Large format, hardcover, 200 pages, $12.95.
CALIFORNIA GOLDEN TREASURES
By Charles Peters

Cooking and Camping on the Desert
is
more than just a book on preparing for a
desert outing or making meals that will
appeal while in camp. This book is a brief
manual on how to survive in the desert , . .
the book is a must for anyone making a
trip to the desert, whether it is his first or
fiftieth. BILL HILTON, Santa Barbara NewsPress.

ONLY $3.95
Plus 25 cents mailing charges. California
addresses add 16 cents tax. Send check or
money order to Desert Magazine,
Palm Desert, Calif. 92260
AUTOGRAPHED COPIES ON REQUEST
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This title might be a bit deceptive, unintentionally, as the area covered is the
Mother Lode country and not the California desert. Taking the areas district
by district, the author has recorded by
chronological sequence all reports of gold
strikes, how they came about and the result, when there were results. There is
information on old placer mining methods
and although this isn't any guided tour
to lost mines, hobbiests in that field will
find something to tie into. Paperback, 157
pages $3.00

SAN DIEGO BACK COUNTRY 1901
By Gordon Stuart
This book was printed with hand-set
type by its author. It has a bit of the old
and a bit of the new with many historical
photos from private collections. This is
a fun book of personal recollections related especially to the days when the
author and his family rode the four-horse
stage from Escondido to San Diego. It is
salty and fresh. He tells about the day
when autos first came into use and aristocratic dames of San Diego would brag,
"Lost Sonday we motahed around the
Bay," while in the horse and buggy days
they could have said, "We horsed around
the Bay."
This is the sort of book you'll read in
spurts. It is full of local color and nostalgia for the days of Lydia Pinkham,
button shoes and shivarees. Researchers
will find some good dope in it. Poway,
Julian, Escondido, Vallecitos, Fallbrook,
and other back country spots of San Diego
are covered. Plastic cover, 241 pages,
limited printing. $5.00.

Books reviewed may be ordered
from the DESERT Magazine Book
Order Department, Palm Desert,
California 92260. Please include
25c for handling. California residents must add 4 % sales tax.
Enclose payment with order.

THE ALL DISCOVERED AMERICA
By Charles Michael Boland
Although this book does not cover
desert areas, it will be of great interest
to those who have fun with archeological
and historical items which suggest the
arrival of explorers prior to Columbus.
In this book, Mr. Boland includes Phoenicians, Romans, Chinese, Irish, Scotch,
Welsh and Portuguese among those who
left evidence, such as runic stones which
have caused hot words among archeologists, Roman implements in the bog iron
of Virginia and various indications of
Phoenician travel to our shores. It is a
fun book, with positively presented evidence and plenty of fodder for controversy. Hardcover, 384 pages, $4.95.

AUSTRALIANS AND THE
GOLD RUSH
By Jay Monaghan
New facets of the two gold rush stories
are revealed in this account of the Australians who followed gold to California,
some of whom arrived before the overland '49ers, and of the Australians and
Americans who reversed the direction of
the California rush by striking it rich in
Australia. Neglected by historians, this
bright piece of business reconstructs the
Australians' experiences in crossing the
Pacific in frail sailing vessels and Settling
in booming San Francisco, Stockton, Sacramento and Marysville.
After learning to pan gold along the
Mother Lode, a few returned down under
and started a gold rush that outdid the
'49ers stampede. Americans participated
in this second rush and contributed much
to the governmental reforms, including
the introduction of the secret ballot,
which have served as models for the rest
of the world.
The book is fast-paced and colorful and
brings alive the age of the sail when
records for speed were established during
this race to California's gold. Hardcover,
317 pages, $6.50.

an interest in further exploration of the
UFO phenomena that the writers have
prepared this book. It avoids the "nutfringe," concentrating upon significant
sightings made by reputable individuals
of known integrity, such as airline pilots
and astronomers. It is interesting that
similar sightings have been described
throughout the world by scientists who,
in the 1800s, thought they were slow
moving meteors. Since then, astronomical
knowledge has advanced to a point where
we know the descriptions could not have
been bolides, but were probably some
form of UFO. Although the author is a
mathematician and astronomer, consultant
to the Mars-Map Project, and his wife,
Janine, is a psychologist and data analyst,
they have presented the material in a
readable style and in such a way that those
interested in the UFO enigma from a
practical, rather than sensational, point
of view will find much food for thought.
Hardcover, 267 pages, $5.95.

HISTORIC SPOTS IN CALIFORNIA
Third edition, revised by
William N. Abeloe

Unusual Books
of Interest
Journeys With St. Francis by Alvin
Gordon and illusrated by Ted DeGrazia. Describes in free verse the
need for the continuing faith in Our
Little Brother of Assisi in today's
harrassed world. Hard cover, 6 X 10
inches, 4-color jacket. $6.75 (plus
27 cents tax for California addresses).
Pueblo of the Hearts by John Upton
Terrell. The story of a small Opata
Indian Village in Sonora, Mexico and
its brief moment in history as an important outpost in the exploration of
the American Southwest. The author
is a leading research historian of the
West. Hard cover, 6 X 9 inches, illustrated. $6.00 (plus 24 cents tax for
California addresses).

Sonora Sketchbook by John W. Hilton. A revised edition of one of the
Originally authored by Hoover, Rensch most popular books ever published
and Rensch, this is the only complete about Mexico's Sonora by one of the
guide to the historical landmarks of Cali- West's best known artist-authors. A
CHALLENGE TO SCIENCE, THE
fornia. With maps, photographs and delightful collection of short and tall
UFO ENIGMA
landmarks of both the historical and the tales about colorful individuals of
By Jacques and ]anine Vallee
modern era included, it presents the Sonora. $5.95 (plus 24 cents tax for
With each case thoroughly documented material with a lively text. Surprisingly
California addresses.)
and most supported by personal inter- enough, it also includes the prehistoric.
views with the witnesses, these authors The painted rocks of Poway in San Diego
present a penetrating study of the "flying are described, as are the cave paintings of Ernie Pyle's Southwest, illustrated by
saucer" legend from Biblical times to Santa Barbara region, Bishop, and petro- Bob Bales with annotation by Ed
1964. Astronomer J. Allen Hynek, who glyph and pictograph sites in other desert Ainsworth. A collection of more than
wrote the foreword, has acted as scientific areas. The capsule history contained with 50 columns by the late Ernie Pyle.
consultant to the U. S. Air Force on un- each heading is far more detailed than is $5.00 (plus 20 cents state tax for
identified flying objects for 18 years. In rsual in this sort of book. We very California addresses.)
his opinion, the subject should not be highly recommend it. Hardcover, large
Cruising the Sea of Cortez by Spendismissed as mere nonsense. It is to create format, 639 pages, $10.00.
cer Murray. Modern-day adventure in
a 25-foot power cruiser down the
Lower California side of the Gulf of
California. Includes maps and complete information for boaters. $6.75
(plus 27 cents tax for California
addresses.)
Six Faces of Mexico
They Sang For Horses:
Russell Ewing, ed
The Impact of the Horse on
Send orders for the above
Navajo and Apache Folklore
History
People
listed books to:
LaVerne Harrell Clark
Geography
Government
Economics
Lit. & Art
Illustrated with 6 full-color paintSixty striking photographs taken
ings by well-known Indian artists.
especially for this volume. Tables,
Full color frontispiece and more
charts, maps, a valuable book.
than 60 sketches by Ted DeGrazia.
9x12 320 pp. $10.00
9x12, 225 pp. $12.00

Striking, Auithentie . . .
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